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The Geology and Cultural History of the Beaver Hill Story
Abstract
The Pocumtuck story of the "Amiskwôlowôkoiak" -- the people of the beaver-tail hill -- is an example of a
"deep-time story" with an "earthshaper" motif. Native stories in this genre describe, in metaphorical terms,
using human, super-human, and non-human characters, how ancient geological events reshaped the
landscape, forming mountains, rivers, lakes, islands and rocky outcroppings. Many of these stories also
describe species evolution and climate change. Native oral narratives about the landscape formed part of a
larger body of knowledge that enabled Native people to efficiently hunt, fish, gather and plant, make climate
predictions, practice ethnobotany, and situate homesites in the best locations. In this story, there is a
remarkable resonance between the familiar results of a beaver building a dam, the ancient history of glacial
flooding, the presence of giant beavers in the region during the Pleistocene era, and a mountain that happens
to be shaped like a beaver today (Bruchac 2005).
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England Algonkian languages, beavers are usually "tamakwa" or "amiskwa." The root syllable "wehqu­" or "weckw­" in the
words "wequomps" and "weckwannuck" indicates "at the point or extremity of," and appears in place names referencing
some stopping point, i.e.: a road that ends at a river, the end of a trail, or the bluff end of a hill (Huden 1962).
2. Mathevet’s transcription of the Abenaki language followed French conventions, writing the number "8" to indicate the
nasalized "ohn" sound, which is also written, in Abenaki, as ô. In Western Abenaki (the closest dialect to Pocumtuck) the
ending "agi" or "aki," combined with " ak" forms the animate plural to indicate people who live in a particular place, as in
"Wabanakiak." The extra "­ô­" (ag8i or akôi) may have been added, in Mathevet’s transcription, to indicate an absentative
form, meaning, "used to live in a place."
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